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OUR JOURNEY SO FAR

TWO BROTHERS ON A MISSION
Koy was born from the visionary
minds of two African born and raised
brothers, Alastair & Jimmy Scott.
They promised to donate 20% of
profits to charity projects in Kenya.

KIKOY - ‘USED LIKE NEVER BEFORE’

Our Kikoy is hand-woven locally in
Nairobi by a team of artisans. It took
us years of developing the fabric for
it to be suitable for our premium
garments.  

THE DREAM - KENYAN KIKOY FABRIC
It is our dream to show the world
Kenya’s bright and beautiful culture
in an empowering and luxury way,
and Kikoy struck us as the perfect
way in which to do so…

BURSTING WITH AFRICAN FLAIR
In 2016, Koy bursted onto the
fashion scene with bright and
beautiful striped Kikoy blazers. The
first of its kind - our DNA! But this
was only the beginning... 

£50,000 SUCCESSFULLY DONATED
Including £30,000 (6million KSH)
over the last 3 years (per picture
above) with the final £10,000 paid in
2024. This is only just the beginning,
with many more projects to come...

As the brand developed, we now
pride ourselves on producing
quality, premium garments with
eye-catching Kenyan Kikoy fabric
detailing. Each design tells a story...

CLASSIC WITH A KENYAN TWIST



linen blend blazers

pinkblue

Description:  
Impeccably tailored blazers made from the finest blend of linen, wool and silk,

ensuring breathability, durability and comfort. The subtle Kenyan Kikoy Fabric trim
adds a touch of authenticity that makes these blazers truly unique. 

MAKE THIS A SUIT:
Matching suit trousers also available - automatic £50 discount applied when

purchased together - therefore suit price is £590.

available sizes: 38R/L - 48R/L 

£395 £395



linen blend suit trousers

pinkblue

Description:  
Our latest addition is a pair of high-waisted pleated trousers, made from the

finest blend of linen, wool and silk, ensuring breathability, durability and
comfort.

MAKE THIS A SUIT:
Matching Blazer also available - automatic £50 discount applied when purchased

together - therefore suit price is £590.

AVAILABLE SIZES: 30"-40" waist / 34" inside leg 

£245£245



Koy Clothing
inspired by kenya

Matching Blazer and
trousers - Automatic
£50 discount applied

when purchased
together.

Full Suit price:
£590

- OFFER -

LINEN BLEND
SUITS



kenyan kikoy blazers

luo stripelamu stripe

Description:  
Meet the very essence of our brand's DNA, born from the visionary minds of our

founding brothers. Each piece is meticulously tailored from the finest Kenyan Kikoy
fabric, a traditional East African textile known for its vibrant patterns and cultural
significance. The fabric not only exudes a unique aesthetic appeal but also carries

the spirit of the Kenyan people.

Koy Clothing proudly stands as the world's only brand crafting blazers from Kenyan
Kikoy fabric. 

available sizes: 38R/L - 48R/L 

£345 £345



beige linen blazer

Description: 
This blazer is a summer suiting classic and a wardrobe staple. 

Tailored to perfection from the finest 100% linen material, keeping you cool and
comfortable this summer. The subtle Kenyan Kikoy Fabric trim on the inner pocket

lips adds a touch of authenticity that makes this blazer truly unique. 

available sizes : 38R/L - 46R/L 

Price: £345



pure wool blazers

navycharcoal

Description:  
Meet the epitome of timeless style, craftsmanship, and ethical fashion. Crafted with
precision from 100% ethically sourced British wool and adorned with eye-catching

Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing. 

These designs seamlessly blend tradition and innovation to redefine the classic smart-
casual blazer. 

blue
£345 £295 £345

available sizes : 38R/L - 48R/L 



wool overcoats

navycharcoal

Description:  
Our overcoats work just as well with suiting as they do with more casual

outfits. Crafted with precision from 100% ethically sourced British wool and
adorned with eye-catching Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing. 

Our unique African-inspired detail turns this classic overcoat into something
truly special. Pop the collar and/or the built-in pocket square for a splash of

cultural flair.

available sizes : 38" - 48"

£490 £490



navy-blue wool gilet

sizes available: 38" - 48" 

KEY FEATURES:  
This Navy-Blue Wool-Cotton Blend Gilet is skilfully crafted in a

traditional Herringbone weave with eye-catching Kenyan Kikoy fabric
detailing on the inner collar stand and inside pocket lips.

Price: £225



Description:  
The ultimate fusion of rugged outdoor styling and timeless elegance. Crafted

from a luxurious blend of cotton and linen materials, this beige bomber jacket is
the perfect addition to your wardrobe for any outdoor adventure or casual

outing. Customary with our designs, the unique blue and white mottled Kenyan
Kikoy fabric is expertly hand-sewn into the interior of the jacket, adding a

completely unique flash of African-inspired colour. 

the ranger jacket

Price: £249

sizes available: s-3XL 



Description:  
Made for him or her,..

Our stylish shirt-jackets are the ultimate addition to the spring-summer wardrobe.
Made from a luxurious variety of cotton and linen materials, these shirt-jackets are
perfect for those in-between days when you need an extra layer but don't want to

compromise on style.

What sets these shirt-jackets apart is the incorporation of authentic Kenyan Kikoy
fabric detailing, creating a unique and eye-catching design. 

shirt-jackets

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

navy cotton navy linenolive cotton
£149 £149 £159



Description:  
Indulge in pure comfort and style...

These shirts are expertly woven from a sumptuous blend of high-quality cotton
and cashmere, providing the softness of cotton and the luxurious warmth of

cashmere. Experience an unmatched level of comfort that keeps your customers
feeling cozy and stylish all day long.

What sets these shirts apart is the incorporation of authentic Kenyan Kikoy fabric
detailing, creating a unique and eye-catching design. 

cotton-cashmere
shirts

blue navypink

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£135 £135 £135



fine-needle
corduroy shirts 

Description:  
Elevating your customers wardrobe with a blend of classic corduroy comfort
and the vibrant spirit of Kenyan craftsmanship.  The fine needle corduroy
lends an air of sophistication, but the Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing truly
steals the show, bursting with authenticity and intricate designs. Each piece
tells a story of culture, unity, and creativity. 

teal-blue dark navy

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£120 £120



Description:  
These shirts are totally unique to our brand! 

Made entirely from Kenyan Kikoy fabric, hence the name 'Kabisa', which means
'completely' in Swahili. Our Kikoy fabric is locally woven in Kenya and has a very soft

and breathable 100% cotton weave.  

For these shirts, we have dyed the entire shirt post production, creating a faded look
for the striped Kikoy detailing, providing a more subtle touch of colour. We are the

only designers in the world to have tried and tested this process with Kikoy... and we
have to say, it's a game changer!

kabisa kenyan kikoy
cotton shirts

racing-green
kikoy shirt

teal-blue
kikoy shirt

blue kikoy
shirt

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£120 £120 £120



100% linen shirts 

Description:  
Made from luxurious, breathable and lightweight 100% linen fabric. The intricate

Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing, with its unique patterns and vibrant colours, is
expertly hand-sewn onto the inner collar stand, cuffs and hem gussets, creating

true one-of-a-kind pieces.

turquoise blue

navy blueclassic white

flamingo pink

safari khaki

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£120 £120

£120 £120 £120



linen-cotton
blend shirts 

mida blue sky blue

Description:  
Made with a luxurious blend linen and cotton materials. The combination of

cotton and linen keeps the lightweight and breathable feel of a linen shirt, yet
adds the softness of cotton. The cotton inclusion also reduces the creasing of
the fabric that you naturally find with 100% linen shirts. These shirts are not
only comfortable but also stylish, featuring eye-catching Kenyan Kikoy fabric
detailing that adds a unique touch of African-inspired style. They are perfect

for pairing with a variety of outfits, whether you're dressing up for a night out
or keeping it casual for a day in the sun.

tangerine

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£120 £120 £120



short-sleeved
linen shirts 

Description:  
Introducing our short-sleeved linen shirt collection, made from luxurious, breathable

and lightweight 100% linen fabric. These shirts are not only super comfortable but
also stylish. Featuring eye-catching Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing that adds a unique

touch of African colour. The intricate Kikoy fabric detailing, with its bold patterns and
vibrant colours, is expertly hand-sewn onto the collar, sleeves and side slits, creating

true one-of-a-kind pieces that are sure to turn heads. 

pink navy blueclassic white

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£99 £99 £99



brushed cotton shirts  

Description:  
Our Brushed Cotton Shirts are the perfect combination of comfort, style, and

unique African-inspired design. Made from a soft, brushed cotton weave, these
shirts feel as good as they look. The textured cotton fabric is not only comfortable
but also durable, ensuring that this shirt will last for years to come. The Kenyan
Kikoy fabric detailing adds a touch of cultural flair to the design, making it stand
out from any other shirt in your customer's wardrobe. The brushed cotton fabric
adds a touch of sophistication, making this shirt versatile enough to dress up with

chinos or dress down with jeans or shorts. 

olive-green coral-red

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£120 £120



charcoal long-sleeved polo 

Description:  
Crafted from the finest 100% piqué cotton material with eye-catching Kenyan
Kikoy fabric detail on the collar stand and front placket. The beautiful patterns
and colours of the Kikoy fabric add a touch of elegance and cultural flair to the

design, making it a standout piece in any wardrobe. This polo shirt is perfect for
any occasion, whether it be a casual day out or a smart-casual event. 

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

Price: £79



short-sleeved cotton
polos  

Description:  
Crafted from the finest 100% piqué cotton material with eye-catching Kenyan

Kikoy fabric detail on the collar stand and front placket. 

The beautiful patterns and colours of the Kikoy fabric add a touch of elegance and
cultural flair to the design, making it a standout piece in any wardrobe.

This polo shirt is perfect for any occasion, whether it be a casual day out or a
smart-casual event. 

navy polo charcoal polo

AVAILABLE SIZES: s-3xl

£69 £69



boys linen shirts 

Description:  
Koy for the next generation... Elevate your families style with our latest creation – the

Boys Navy Linen Shirt. 

What sets this shirt apart is the incorporation of eye-catching striped Kenyan Kikoy
fabric detailing. Inspired by the vibrant culture of Kenya, these intricate patterns and

colours add a distinctive and playful touch to the classic design.

Is there anything cuter than matching father and son shirts?

white navy bluesky blue

AVAILABLE SIZES: age 2 - 12

£65 £65 £65



luxury travel collection

Description:  
Explore our limited edition luxury travel collection, in collaboration with

Sandstorm Kenya. Sandstorm have been making bags in Nairobi for over 20 years.
Inspired by the beauty of our country and the strength and ingenuity of the

Kenyan people. 

Each item is handmade in Kenya using local materials whenever possible, with
our personal touch of hand-woven Kenyan Kikoy fabric detailing and hand-

beading.

explorer duffle (tan)
£450 £550£450

weekender (tan) weekender (green) tote (tan)

explorer duffle (green) leather duffle (mocha)

£420 £95£420



hand beaded kenyan belts

Description:  
Our belts are hand-beaded in Kenya by the Maasai Mamas. Each belt takes

approximately 2 days to bead. The buckle is cut from recycled brass from a man living
just outside Nairobi and leather used is top grain leather, which is also locally sourced in

Kenya.

This product comes in sizes 32"-42" waist (E.g. 34" belt to fit trouser size 32")

jua (sun) beltmwezi (moon) belt

dunia (earth) beltmoto (fire) belt

dunia (earth) belt jua (sun) belt mwezi (moon) belt

WIDE BELTS (4cm) - £119

NARROW BELTS (3cm) - £99



inspired by kenya
Koy Clothing

contact us
info@koyclothing.com 

020 8050 0277

follow our journey

/koyclothing

@koy_clothing

www.koyclothing.com


